OVERVIEW OF USER’S GUIDANCE

The User’s Guidance provides the following five enclosures to help personnel understand and implement Damage Control AELs:

ENCLOSURE (1)
How to read the Damage Control AELs - Provides guidance on how to read and understand the Damage Control AELs.

ENCLOSURE (2)
AEL INDEX EXAMPLES
Part I – Example of a Typical Parent AELs with explanations of changes.
Part II – Example of a Typical Kit AEL with explanations of changes.
Part III – Index of DCRS Parent AELs.
Part IV – Index of DCUL/DCUPS/DCREL AELs.
Part V – Index of Tools and Equipment Kit AELs.

ENCLOSURE (3)
How to read equipment line item information on an AEL - Explains column layout, how to decode data contained in a National Stock Number (NSN), COG Codes Definitions and abbreviations for units of issue.

ENCLOSURE (4)
Steps to implement the 2004 Damage Control AEL Revision – Explains how to implement the 2004 Damage Control AEL revision.

ENCLOSURE (5)
Summary of the 2004 Damage Control AEL Revision – Summarizes the equipment added, deleted and changes made to the AELs.